Networks for circular procurement
Our aim is a 100% sustainable, fair and circular world.

A strong international circular economy is beneficial for all, including our Dutch goals.

We share our experience in international networks and partnerships.
Agenda

➢ Peer learning

➢ 1,000 circular business cases

➢ C-PRONE
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Accelerate learning

A learning network with simple commitments...
Learning Networks in Europe

- Circular economy doesn't stop at the borders
- Learning networks are local hubs for experience and tools
- Learning networks accelerate real circular impact

- **Accelerate circular economy**

10 Learning networks => 1.000 working business cases
CP projects & initiatives

- Interreg North Sea Region ProCirc
- I.C.L.E.I Local Governments for Sustainability
- CITYLOOPS
- REBus
- ACR+
- One planet procure with care Sustainable Public Procurement
- Circular PP
- Circular & Fair ICT Pact
CE does not stop at borders: International collaboration

• **Learning Networks for Circular Procurement:**
  Netherlands (2x), Flanders, Paris, Centro Regio, Wallonia, Finland
  *(Czech Republic? Ireland? USA? Singapore?)*

• **Circular Procurement projects:**
  ReBUS, Urban Wins, CircularPP, ProCirc, Urban Agenda, CityLoops

• **International Circular Procurement initiatives:**
  ACR+ CP Working Group, ICLEI CP Interest Group, Circular & Fair ICT Pact,
  One Planet Network SPP programme, CP Congresses *(2022?)*
Secrets of success

✓ Learning by doing
✓ Sharing with peers
✓ Real CE impact
✓ Reshape the market
What's missing?

Connection and sharing BETWEEN the learning networks, projects and initiatives...
C-PRONE, a global umbrella
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C-PRONE milestones

- Find first participants: Q3 2020
- Kick-off workshop: Q4 2020
- 1st online meeting: Q2 2021
- More activities: 2021/22
- 4th CP Congress: 2022/23

More activities planned for 2021/22.
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